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As Silicon Valley Turns
Attention to Race, Black
Entrepreneurs Detail
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W hen Matt Joseph was raising money a few years ago for a startup he founded, Locent,

a venture capitalist asked Joseph, who is black, if he had considered creating a

record label instead of a tech company. 

In a different pitch meeting, a group of investors told Joseph he reminded them of Barack

Obama and suggested he get into politics—a comment he felt was “racist and insulting,”

even though he thinks they intended it as a compliment. 

THE TAKEAWAY 

In the wake of the protests over the killing of George Floyd, Silicon Valley’s lack of

diversity is again in the spotlight. Despite efforts to support startups founded by

people of color, some black entrepreneurs say they still encounter racism in the

industry.

And he isn’t alone. In interviews with The Information, many black entrepreneurs say they

have felt belittled when pitching their businesses to groups of tech investors, an industry
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dominated by white men. 

The killing of George Floyd and the upheaval that has followed in cities around the country

has prompted Silicon Valley to once again examine its lack of diversity, including the scarcity

of startups founded by black entrepreneurs. 

A 2019 study2019 study2019 study2019 study2019 study2019 study2019 study by review site RateMyInvestor and Diversity VC, a nonprofit that promotes

diversity in venture capital, found that roughly 1% of VC funding in the U.S. goes to black

founders, making them the least-represented minority to receive venture backing. The next

least represented after that was Latino founders, who received 1.8% of venture capital,

according to the study. A study the prior yearstudy the prior yearstudy the prior yearstudy the prior yearstudy the prior yearstudy the prior yearstudy the prior year by New York early-stage VC fund Harlem

Capital was able to identify only 105 companies led by black and Latino founders that had

ever raised over $1 million in VC funding.

Patronizing Reception

Black entrepreneurs complain that they too often get a patronizing reception from venture

capitalists. When Nicole Gibbons was raising capital for Clare, her direct-to-consumer home-

painting business, an investor complimented her for putting a lot of creativity into the

startup, as though it was “an arts and crafts project,” she said. “I don’t think they would

have said ‘Oh, you’re so creative! Nice effort!’ if I were a white man.”

“Raising capital, for anyone, is difficult,” said Gibbons, whose company has raised around

$7 million from investors including First Round Capital and Imaginary. "But there is a

perception that as a black woman, I don’t fit a certain archetype. The reality is that as a black

person, I have to work twice as hard to get half as far. The margin for error is slimmer." 

While the VC industry is notoriously difficult to break into—both for people angling for slots

at venture firms and for entrepreneurs seeking funding—the barrier is arguably higher for

people of color, despite Silicon Valley diversity initiatives that go back several years.

Harlem Capital, which has committed to backing 1,000 diverse entrepreneurs, is one of

several funds created by tech investors in recent years dedicated to funding minority

entrepreneurs. Another is Backstage Capital, an early-stage fund focused on
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underrepresented founders. In 2018, Andreessen Horowitz launched a $15 million fundlaunched a $15 million fundlaunched a $15 million fundlaunched a $15 million fundlaunched a $15 million fundlaunched a $15 million fundlaunched a $15 million fund—

with capital from actor Will Smith and basketball star Kevin Durant, among others—

dedicated to funding black entrepreneurs. 

Blue-chip Silicon Valley VC firms have struggled to diversify their ranks of investing partners.

Last year, The Information’s diversity reportThe Information’s diversity reportThe Information’s diversity reportThe Information’s diversity reportThe Information’s diversity reportThe Information’s diversity reportThe Information’s diversity report, which evaluates the demographic makeup of

VC firms with more than $100 million in assets under management, found that they had

brought on fewer women and minorities than in prior years. 

In the past week, some prominent VC firms have responded quickly with initiatives intended

to address the problem. SoftBank announced a $100 million fund committed to backing

companies led by people of color. Andreessen Horowitz, meanwhile, introduced the Talent x

Opportunity fund to mentor and finance startups by underrepresented entrepreneurs,

including those without the elite educational pedigrees of most founders.

The Andreessen initiative sparked a heated discussion on social media because of its size

and non-traditional nature. It is a donor-advised fund, a type of philanthropic vehicle, rather

than a traditional VC fund. It is made up of $2.2 million in donations from Andreessen

Horowitz partners, which could grow with continued donations. Andreessen Horowitz

founder Ben Horowitz and his wife, Felicia Horowitz, also committed to matching up to $5

million in donations. The firm promised to put any gains it makes from the fund’s

investments back into it to finance future startups.

On Twitter, Tracy Chou, founder of social media startup Block Party, criticized the small size

of the fund compared with the billions of dollars in capital that Andreessen Horowitz has

under management. Nait Jones, who runs Talent x Opportunity for Andreessen Horowitz,

declined a request to be interviewed for this article.

‘I don’t think they would have said ‘Oh, you’re so creative! Nice effort!’ if I

were a white man.’
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Future of Tech

Some black founders stressed that they don’t want investors to treat their fundraising efforts

differently from those of other entrepreneurs. They argued that diversity-focused funds that

don’t rigorously vet their investments—and that receive middling returns as a result—risk

reinforcing harmful narratives surrounding race. 

“No one wants a hand out,” said Ben Davis, founder of the software company Phizzle. “We

want a seat at the table.” Davis compared donation-advisory funds like Andreessen

Horowitz’s to a seat at “the little kid’s table. It’s donations.”

Gibbons, the founder of Clare, said that an investor whom she declined to name once told

her that it planned to become stricter about the startups it invested in from its fund’s

separate diversity fund. “What I gathered from that is that a lot of these companies

underperformed,” said Gibbons. “If they tightened the requirements, that’s a signal that

maybe they weren’t so happy with the outcomes of the investments they made.”

But other entrepreneurs say diversity-focused funds played a crucial role in validating their

startups, which helped with later fundraising efforts. “We wouldn’t be where we are without

these diversity funds,” said Kalam Dennis, a co-founder of online used furniture marketplace

AptDeco. “It got us to the point to get larger investments from traditional venture funds. In

the earlier stages, they weren’t listening, and now they are.”

AptDeco has raised funding from multiple diversity-focused funds, including Comcast

Ventures’ Catalyst Fund and Morgan Stanley’s Multicultural Innovation Lab.

Some black founders, such as Rodney Williams, say they would prefer to talk less about race

in the Silicon Valley startup scene and more about their companies. Williams, who has

founded a microloan startup, SoLo Funds, believes that good startups founded by black

entrepreneurs can get funding. Williams said he raised the initial $1 million for his first

company—an audio technology startup, LISNR—in 2012, before diversity became a bigger

priority in Silicon Valley. 

“Investors are about returning profits,” he said. “It has to do with what they’re comfortable
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with. What makes [investors] comfortable are successful black companies.”
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